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Overview
• Task: implement a class / module that solves the 

recombination history of the Universe.


• Take in the cosmology you computed in the 
previous milestone plus parameters related to 
recombination (helium abundance Yp, reionisation 
redshift etc.)


• Solve the the free electron fraction Xe, the optical 
depth and the visibility functions.


• Compute some key times: photon decoupling, 
recombination etc. (see website for list of 
deliverables).


• If you are a master-student you are free to ignore 
helium and reionization.



Review of recombination
Some important points:

• Photons scatter on free electrons

• In the early universe, the temperature was very hot 
- Too hot for neutral hydrogen to exist; electrons and 
protons were ripped apart ultraviolet photons

• Consequently, all electrons in the early universe were free

• And therefore the universe was opaque  
- It was impossible to see more than ~1 meter ahead, 
because light was scattered from a different direction  
- Just like walking in a fog

• But today the universe is transparent

• Something must have happened at some point

Question: How did the universe become transparent?  
This is what we have been going through 

and are now going to solve numerically for!



Why is this epoch important 
to us?

• Recall our main goal:  We want to predict 
the CMB power spectrum given cosmological 
parameters

• The CMB photons we observe today are 
those that decoupled during recombination

• The fluctuations we see are mainly those 
that existed at the time of recombination 
and got “frozen in” when the Universe 
become opaque

• We therefore need to know  
- when recombination happened  
- how rapidly it happened



The optical depth
• To describe recombination quantitatively we 

introduce the concept of optical depth, τ

• Imagine you are looking at a light source through 
a medium that absorbes light 
–The full intensity of the light source is called I0  

• The intensity you observe at position x is then  
 
 
 
 
where τ is called the optical depth  
 
The further away you are, the higher τ is 
The critical position is where τ~ 1  
–If τ>> 1, you don’t see anything  
–If τ<< 1, the medium doesn’t do anything anyway

• τ enters enters in the Boltzmann equation for photons 
(via the Thompson scattering collision term) that 
describes the temperature fluctuations



The cosmological optical 
depth

• In cosmology, the main source of ”absorption” 
is free electrons through Thompson scattering

• The optical depth of Thompson scattering is 
given by

• where ne = electron density and sigma is the cross 
section for Thompson scattering (basically: 
probabillity for scattering)

• Our main job: Compute τ(x) 

τ(x) = ∫
xtoday=0

x

σTne

H
dx



How do we compute τ?

• The Thompson cross section is given by particle physics:


• So to solve for the optical depth we have to solve a 
simple first order ODE which can be solved just as we 
solved for the conformal time in the first milestone


• …however for this we need to know the electron density, 
ne.

τ(x) = ∫
xtoday=0

x

σTne

H
dx ⟹

dτ
dx

= −
σTne

H



Finding the electron density
• This is what we have gone through in the lectures: we use the Saha and Peebles 

equation. But lets summarise:


• For simplicity assume that there are no helium or heavier elements in the universe, only 
electrons and protons


• That is, there are four constituents in the universe: 
–Protons, p 
–Electrons, e 
–Neutral hydrogen, H 
–Photons, γ


• These interact with each other through a two-particle process


• We need to compute ne, np, nH and nγ



Finding the electron density
• Recall the Boltzmann equation for this process 

• Recall also that if the reaction rate is much larger than the Hubble expansion rate, 
then this implies


• For our proton-electron-hydrogen-photon plasma, this therefore reads


• This is the Saha equation on a symbolic form which we derived in the lectures



The Saha equation
• In terms of the free electron fraction the Saha equation reads


• Simple quadratic equation! Easy to solve


• This is a good approximation as long as the system is in 
strong thermodynamic equilibrium


• But when the temperature and density fall, the system 
eventually goes out of thermodynamic equilibrium

We assume baryons 
have same temperature 
as photons Tb = T0 / a

Follow from  
OmegaB



The Peebles’ equation
• We must solve the full Boltzmann equation (with some small adjustments) called the Peebles equation 

• If the only involved particles and states were photons, electrons and hydrogen, this would (as usual) look like this:


• However, in real life this quickly becomes messy because of the atomic physics involved: 
 
- First, e + p → Hs1+ γ doesn’t count - the released photon will immediately ionize another nearby hydrogen atom. Net effect 
is no new hydrogen atoms! Its too ineffective! 
 
-The most important contribution is e + p → Hs2+ γ - this leads to the Peebles equation which is what we are going to solve 
 
-For high precision, helium, litium and excited states must be included and this is what codes like CosmoRec, Recfast and 
HyRec does. It quickly gets messy!


• The final result is a first order ODE for the free electron fraction


• Where the two constants depends on the interaction rate and time. The detailed form of the equation is on the website.

dXe

dx
= − α(1 − Xe) + βX2

e



The numerical solution

Switch from  
Saha to Peebles

With helium and reionisationWithout helium
“Freeze-out” 
abundance



Optical depth and the 
visibility function

• We now have everything we need to compute the 
optical depth 
 
 
 
 
since we finally know ne = Xe nb


• However, we will also need the so-called 
”visibility function”


• This is simply the probability for a given observed 
photon to have last scattered at time x (going 
from us and back in time)

τ(x) = ∫
xtoday=0

x

σTne

H
dx ⟹

dτ
dx

= −
σTne

H

g̃(x) ≡
de−τ(x)

dx
= −

dτ(x)
dx

e−τ(x)



Code Template

For more info about the code template and C++ see 
https://cmb.wintherscoming.no/about.php

https://cmb.wintherscoming.no/about.php


Main
• Code runs from Main.cpp. From here we create the objects we 

need in this project, do the solving, output stuff etc.


• The recombination object is defined in RecombinationHistory.h 
and implemented in RecombinationHistory.cpp

1) Set the parameters 
(If you don’t include helium set Yp = 0)

2)  Solve the background ✓ (Milestone I) 

3) Remove this line

4) Initialize the recombination 
object

5) Do the solving and output some info

6) Output the data

PhD students also 
needs to add 

reionisation parameters



Step 1: Initialization

• Method RecombinationHistory::RecombinationHistory in 
RecombinationHistory.cpp 
 
This is the constructor that is run when the object is 
created. Unless you implement reionisation (that requires 
some free parameters) you don’t need to do much here.


• All the Background cosmology variables are available via 
the cosmo object, e.g.  
double OmegaB0 = cosmo->get_OmegaB(0.0); 
gives you OmegaB0


• All the solving it done by running solve() on the object we 
have created

Parameters and  
objects that  

we 
take in

Store them in 
the class variables 

with the same name

Solve for Xe, ne

Solve for optical depth  
and visibility functions

Add solving for  
decoupling time



Step 2: Solve for Xe - The 
Saha equation

• Method 
RecombinationHistory::electron_fraction_fro
m_saha_equation(double x) in 
RecombinationHistory.cpp 
 
Solve the Saha equation and return the free 
electron fraction Xe and the electron number 
density ne for a given time x = log(a) 
 
If you include Helium see Callin for a 
iterative method for solving the equations



Step 2: Set the right hand 
side of the Peebles ODE

• Method 
RecombinationHistory::rhs_peebles_ode(doubl
e x, const double *Xe, double *dXedx) in 
RecombinationHistory.cpp 
 
Define the right hand side of the Peebles ODE 
for dXedx. 


• Again make sure the Units are correct! Xe is 
dimensionless. x = log(a) is dimensionless so 
make sure that you have all the c’s and hbar’s 
and kb’s!



Step 3: Solve for Xe in both 
regimes

• Method 
RecombinationHistory::solve_number_density_ele
ctrons() in RecombinationHistory.cpp


• Solve for the free electron density. Here you have 
to deal with two regimes (early use Saha then 
switch to Peebles when Xe ~ 0.99).  
This is because the Peebles ODE is very stiff  
at early times so we cannot just use that.


• Combine the results into one array and spline the 
result.



Step 4: Solve for the optical 
depth

• Method 
RecombinationHistory::rhs_peebles_ode(doubl
e x, const double *Xe, double *dXedx) in 
RecombinationHistory.cpp 
 
Implement and solve the optical depth ODE (be 
careful units are correct!). 
 
Spline the result. 
 
Use this to compute the visibility function. 
 
Spline the result .


• Simplest thing is to integrate backward from 
x=0 with τ(0)=0. You can also integrate forward 
and normalise by subtracting off τ(0) (but 
cancellation errors can then be an issue).



Step 5: Implement all the 
get-functions

• Method 
RecombinationHistory::tau_of_x(double 
x) and so on in 
RecombinationHistory.cpp 
 
From the splines you have created make 
the functions to return the quantities you 
have computed so we have access to 
them both within the class and outside



Step 6: Compute the times 
you need

• You are to compute the time (x and 
redshift) for decoupling defined as tau = 1 
(or the peak of the visibility function) 


• Compute the value of Xe at decoupling


• Compute the time (x and redshift) when 
recombination is half-way (Xe = 0.5)


• For this you can use some root-finding 
method, e.g. bisection or Newtons 
method. There are some functions for 
this available in the Utils:: namespace 
(see Utils.h)

Decoupling 
(Last scattering surface)



Step 7: Plotting

• For the report you need to make plots. The easiest thing is to 
just dump results to a text-file and use Matplotlib in Python, 
Gnuplot or whatever you prefer to make the plots.


• Plots should be informative. Use sensible axes for the plots.


• Useful to add vertical lines denoting relevant times if they are 
relevant for understanding the plot (e.g. decoupling, 
recombination half-way etc.) 


• See the website for plots you can compare your results to.



Step 8: Writing the report
• See https://cmb.wintherscoming.no/milestone2.php for a list 

of all the things you should compute / plots to make. You are 
of course free to make and include other plots if you want to.


• See https://cmb.wintherscoming.no/report.php for how to 
write the report.


• Add and write up a new section in your paper.


• For the equations you need in the report you can just copy 
that from the website (right-click an equation in your browser 
and press “Show Math As… -> Latex”).


• Send me the code by email (or just a link to a GitHub 
repository if you have that) and the report when you are done.

https://cmb.wintherscoming.no/milestone2.php
https://cmb.wintherscoming.no/report.php


Summary
• Compute Xe(x) by solving the Saha and Peebles equation. We use Saha from x = xstart 

till the time when Xe = 0.99. Then switch and solve the Peebles equation from that time 
till today (x=0). Spline the result


• Compute τ(x) by solving the optical depth ODE. Spline the result


• Compute g(x) - the visibility function from τ. Spline the result 


• Compute the times when τ = 1 (last scattering) and the time when Xe = 0.5 
(recombination half-way). Compare to the predictions of using only the Saha 
approximation. What is the freeze-out value of Xe?


• In order to do this job properly, one should really take into account heavier elements 
(helium, litium etc.) and many excitation states of each atom. PhD students must also 
include Helium in the Saha approximation (Peebles is then basically the same). See the 
website for more info.


• PhD students should also take helium and reionization into account (see the website).



Some things to be aware off
• Units: you will have to reintroduce the constants hbar, c and 

kb that we have set to unity when doing the derivations (do 
dimensional analysis, see the website for more info)


• Two regimes: you must solve the Saha equation when Xe ~1 
and then switch over to the Peebles equation when Xe has 
dropped to ~0.99. You must combine these two regimes to 
make the final spline for Xe.


• Infinity: We are computing exponentials of something that, at 
late times, will be huge. If we overflow it gives “Inf”. This can 
lead to 0 * Inf = NaN issues depending on how you 
implement the equations (see the website for more info).


